NanoScript: A Nanoparticle-Based Artificial Transcription Factor for Effective Gene Regulation
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ABSTRACT  Transcription factor (TF) proteins are master regulators of transcriptional activity and gene expression. TF-based gene regulation is a promising approach for many biological applications; however, several limitations hinder the full potential of TFs. Herein, we developed an artificial, nanoparticle-based transcription factor, termed NanoScript, which is designed to mimic the structure and function of TFs. NanoScript was constructed by tethering functional peptides and small molecules called synthetic transcription factors, which mimic the individual TF domains, onto gold nanoparticles. We demonstrate that NanoScript localizes within the nucleus and initiates transcription of a reporter plasmid by over 15-fold. Moreover, NanoScript can effectively transcribe targeted genes on endogenous DNA in a nonviral manner. Because NanoScript is a functional replica of TF proteins and a tunable gene-regulating platform, it has great potential for various stem cell applications.
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been successfully established for biological applications. Along with these unique attributes, the biological inertness and high stability in physiological conditions make AuNPs excellent carriers of small molecules and biomolecules. Recently, chemical biologists developed a class of small molecules, called synthetic transcription factors (STFs), that have been demonstrated to mimic the function of each TF domain, albeit with limited success.

Herein, we demonstrate development of a novel nanoparticle-based artificial transcription factor, termed NanoScript, which replicates the multidomain structure and gene-regulating function of natural TFs (Figure 1a). NanoScript replicates the multidomain structure of TF proteins because the three major components, which represent the three major domains (NLS, DBD, and AD) found on endogenous TFs, are tethered together in close proximity on a single AuNP (Figure 1b). In addition to serving as a delivery vehicle for STFs, the AuNP itself serves as a functional component of the NanoScript because it mimics the linker domain (LD) of natural TF proteins (Figure 1b). NanoScript emulates the gene-regulating function of TFs because the three STF components, which include (i) a NLS peptide, (ii) a hairpin polyamide DBD, and (iii) a transactivation peptide AD, all function synergistically to regulate transcriptional activity of targeted genes in a nonviral manner (Figure 1c).

The NanoScript platform presented here has several advantageous features such as a multifunctional AuNP surface that allows attachment of all STF components with a flexible density onto a single nanoparticle, a compact hydrodynamic size (<42 nm diameter) for effective nuclear localization and DNA intercalation with intrinsic multivalent interactions, an ability to target selective predetermined genes, a nonintegrative mechanism for regulating genes, and an inert AuNP core for maximal stability and biocompatibility under physiological conditions (Figure 1d). As a result, our carefully designed NanoScript can localize within the nucleus and effectively initiate transcriptional activity of both a reporter plasmid and endogenous genes. It is important to note that NanoScript does not deliver TF proteins but, instead, acts as a functional platform that is designed to behave like them.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Construction and Characterization of NanoScript. NanoScript was synthesized by assembling three essential components on AuNPs. The first is a hairpin polyamide...
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Figure 2. The Py-im hairpin polyamide has high binding affinity for the target sequence. (a) The hairpin polyamide structures of the DBD containing pyrrole (Py) and imidazole (Im) motifs, which bind to A-T and G-C base pairs, respectively, are arranged to target the 3'-WWWGGW-5' sequence (W = A or T). The hairpin polyamide DBD is anchored with a dimethylaminopropylamine (DMAPA) moiety to enable conjugation. (b) SPR sensorgrams show the interaction of varying polyamide DBD concentrations with complementary hairpin DNAs. The equilibrium constant (K_D), which is indicative of the binding affinity, was determined by the ratio of the dissociation constant (K_a) to the association constant (K_d).

The second component (representing the AD) is a synthetic transactivation peptide that was synthesized in the d-form to resist intracellular degradation and is capable of activating transcriptional activity by recruiting mediators, RNA polymerase II, SAGA, and other proteins to the binding site. The third component (representing the NLS domain) is a nuclear localization signal peptide derived from the SV40 large T-antigen and functions to shuttle NanoScript into the nucleus.

These three components were then assembled onto a single nanoparticle using a carefully designed conjugation chemistry to develop NanoScript. The NanoScript platform was constructed by first coating AuNPs with mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) and then conjugating the three STF components via EDC/NHS coupling (Figure 3a). This reaction was carried out in a controlled buffered (pH = 6.0–7.4) solution to ensure conjugation through the primary amine, but there is a possibility that NLS binds either directly to the AuNP or through lysine side chains, which should not influence its functionality. Adsorption of the STF components on the AuNPs was confirmed by UV spectroscopy, which indicated a successive shift of the surface plasmon peak (Figure S2). On the basis of previous reports, we are confident the DBD conjugated to NanoScript binds preferentially to the target sequence.

In terms of the STF ratio on NanoScript, we speculated a high ratio of NLS would be required because translocation of NanoScript into the nucleus is one of the most critical barriers for effective gene activation. Furthermore, we anticipated that a minimal ratio of the polyamide DBD would be required because of its exceptionally high binding affinity to DNA and that the ratio of AD be doubled in order to mimic the potent endogenous TF p53. Therefore, we designed NanoScript to have an optimum ratio of STF components and quantified the surface ratio using high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis (Table S1).

The physical properties were characterized using dynamic light scattering, which determined the hydrodynamic diameter of NanoScript to be 34.0 ± 2.3 nm and the surface charge to be –32.5 mV (Figure 3b). This hydrodynamic diameter is in excellent agreement with the theoretical value, because, based on calculating bond lengths, we predicted the theoretical diameter of NanoScript to be 35.2 nm. Electron micrographs of NanoScript confirmed that surface functionalization with STF components did not affect the size distribution or monodispersity of the nanoparticles (Figure 3c). The stability of both NanoScript and MUA-coated AuNPs (Au-MUA) was tested in various physiological environments including water, PBS, and culture media and showed that the nanoparticles remained stable in these environments, as indicated by minimal shifts in the absorbance peak (Figure S3).
Nuclear Localization of NanoScript. Efficient nuclear localization of NanoScript is especially important because transcriptional activity occurs exclusively in the nucleus. To this end, NanoScript was specifically designed with a small hydrodynamic diameter (∼34.0 nm as mentioned above) because the nuclear pore, which tightly regulates cargo transport across the nuclear envelope, has a maximum diameter of approximately 44 nm.32 The plasma membrane permeability of NanoScript was assessed by first incubating NanoScript with HeLa cells for 4 h and then quantifying the number of particles that were able to enter the cells using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). Analysis revealed that NanoScript was able to efficiently penetrate the plasma membrane in just 4 h of incubation, as compared to the control (NanoScript without NLS peptide), which showed minimal uptake (Figure 4a), which indicates that the NLS peptide also plays a significant role in enabling NanoScript to enter the cell. To monitor intracellular localization, NanoScript was labeled with a fluorescent dye and incubated in HeLa cell cultures. Fluorescence images, taken with a 3D structured illumination microscope, shows that NanoScript is able to target and penetrate the nuclear envelope (Figure 4b, Figure S4). As indicated by the phase contrast image, the HeLa cells seem to remain intact (Figure S5). Additionally, a side-view image indicates that NanoScript is evenly dispersed throughout the nucleus in the vertical plane, thus confirming that NanoScript is not merely resting on the surface of the nucleus (Figure 4c). Furthermore, a three-dimensional fluorescence video shows NanoScript distributed throughout the nucleus, thereby providing further confirmation of nuclear uptake (Video S1).

Transcriptional Activation Using NanoScript. The primary function of TFs is to regulate transcriptional activity; hence we evaluated NanoScript’s ability to control transcription and gene expression. As a proof-of-concept experiment, we constructed a reporter plasmid containing a response element with six tandem copies of the 5’-TGTAT-3’ sequence, which is selectively recognized by the polyamide DBD molecule (Figure 5a).17 This response element is located 36 base pairs upstream from the TATA box to facilitate initiation of transcriptional activity (Figure S7).
reporter plasmid produces alkaline phosphatase (ALP), which can be quantified using a colorimetric assay. Since the secreted ALP is directly proportional to the magnitude of induced transcriptional activity, the functionality and potency of NanoScript can be evaluated and quantified. After cotransfecting NanoScript and the reporter plasmid into HeLa cells, ALP levels were measured after 48 h (Figure 5b). Analysis revealed that NanoScript induces transcription and overexpresses the reporter plasmid by 15-fold in comparison to unmodified AuNPs (Figure 5c), while maintaining high cell viability (Figure S8). Furthermore, the contribution of each component on NanoScript for initiating transcriptional activity was tested by selectively removing each component. Subsequent ALP analysis of control experiments showed limited gene expression, thus confirming the importance and synergistic activity of each STF component on NanoScript (Figure 5c). A positive control included transfecting the same concentrations of DBD and AD molecules as on the nanoparticle to the culture media and showed a 2.2-fold increase in gene transcription, a result that is similar to the previously reported studies. Moreover, when cells were exposed to varying NanoScript concentrations, there was dose-dependent transcriptional activation (Figure 5d).

NanoScript Activates Endogenous Genes. In order to fully emulate the gene-regulating function of TFs and to establish the NanoScript platform suitable for potential biological applications, it is essential that NanoScript can activate endogenous genes on native DNA. For this purpose, several genes including LGALS8 and EGLN3 were identified to contain numerous response elements that complement the polyamide DBD (Table S2).17 The number of complementary binding sites on endogenous DNA is not expected to be directly proportional to the level of gene activation, primarily due to the nucleosome/histone packaging of DNA and variability in binding site availability.35 Quantification of endogenous gene activation showed that the expression of LGALS8 and EGLN3 was increased 65% and 58%, respectively, relative to unmodified AuNPs (Figure 5e). Successful gene activation indicates that NanoScript can interact with endogenous DNA, seek complementary gene motifs, and initiate transcriptional activity of targeted endogenous genes. It is important to note
that the gene activation of the reporter plasmid was expected to be higher than the activation of endogenous genes because endogenous genes are tightly coiled into nucleosomes while reporter plasmids are not, thus making the reporter plasmid more prone to being transcribed. The overexpression of endogenous genes highlights the versatility and functionality of NanoScript, thus proving that this platform can behave and function like natural TFs.

CONCLUSIONS

Most previously reported methods to regulate gene expression involve either viral vectors (e.g., DNA plasmids and retroviruses),\textsuperscript{36,37} small molecules (e.g., RNAi and synthetic molecules) that regulate translation or target a specific signaling pathway,\textsuperscript{38–40} or nanomaterial-based exogenous cues (e.g., nanotopographical surface patterns).\textsuperscript{40–44} However, NanoScript is the first nanomaterial-based platform that mimics natural TFs and interacts with endogenous DNA to regulate gene expression at the transcriptional level in a nonviral manner.

Several remarkable features of NanoScript enable translation of this platform for applications that require gene manipulation. First, because gene expression by NanoScript is nonviral, this platform is an attractive alternative to conventional viral-based methods for regulating forced gene activation. Second, the multifunctional AuNP surface of NanoScript can potentially allow for attachment of additional moieties such as histone modification molecules, cell-specific targeting peptides, and RNAi molecules for an enhanced and synergistic regulation of gene expression.\textsuperscript{45–47} Third, the AuNP backbone of NanoScript can be replaced
with other types of nanoparticles, such as upconverting nanoparticles and magnetic core–shell nanoparticles, for potential applications such as tracking gene regulation in real time through infrared imaging or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), respectively.43,48 Finally, the most advantageous feature of NanoScript is its tunable components, by simply redesigning the hairpin polyamide DBD sequence to target regulatory genes such as those involved in differentiation. However, it should be noted that, due to the short DBD targeting sequence, there is a possibility for interactions with off-target genes; hence, further optimization by designing DBDs with longer sequences to target longer DNA sequences would further enhance the NanoScript platform. Overall, the NanoScript platform has great potential to be utilized for stem cell biology or reprogramming applications.

In summary, we have developed an innovative NanoScript platform, which effectively replicates the multidomain structure and gene-regulating function of naturally occurring TFs. As a proof-of-concept experiment, we show NanoScript to effectively regulate gene expression of both a reporter plasmid and endogenous genes on native DNA. Due to the unique tunable properties of NanoScript, we are highly confident this platform not only will serve as a desirable alternative to conventional gene-regulating methods but also has direct employment for applications involving gene manipulation such as stem cell differentiation, cancer therapy, and cellular reprogramming.

METHODS

Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles. The gold nanoparticles with an approximate diameter of 9 nm were prepared by the Ferns method of citrate reduction of HAuCl₄ following established protocols. All glassware was cleaned in aqua regia (3:1 HCl/ HNO₃, handle with extreme caution!), then rinsed with nanopure water and oven-dried. A 50 mL aqueous solution of 1 mM HAuCl₄ was heated to reflux while stirring. Then 8 mL of 1% (by weight) sodium citrate was quickly added, resulting in a change in solution color from yellow to ruby red. After the color change, the solution was heated to reflux for another 5 min, then cooled to room temperature and filtered using a 0.45 μm syringe filter. Size distribution was characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS), and concentration was obtained using UV–vis spectroscopy.

Construction of NanoScript. Ten nanometer gold nanoparticles were conjugated to ligands using a two-step method. The first step involves ligand exchange on the AuNP with the linker molecule 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid. First, from a stock solution of MUA dissolved in ethanol, 1 mM MUA was added to the AuNP solution (pH = 11, NaOH) and allowed to stir at room temperature for 24 h. The solution was then filtered three times using a 10K MWCO filter (Millipore) and resuspended in 1 mM MES (Hampton Research), was added 0.3 mM 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbo diimide (EDC) (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution (pH = 11, NaOH) and allowed to stir at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water. Immediately afterward, a solution containing a 10 M excess of NLS peptide, transactivation peptide (TAP), and hairpin-polyamide DBD with a mole ratio of 7:2:1 (NLS:TAP:DBD) was added dropwise to the AuNP solution, adjusted to pH = 7.2 by adding 50 mM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Acros Organics), and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered three times using a 10K MWCOF and resuspended in 1 mM MES water.
include UV absorbance of NanoScript, ligand ratio on nanoparticle surface, TEM micrograph of NanoScript, reporter plasmid sequence, cell viability, and number of complementary binding sites on DNA. A Nuclear Localization 3D video is also available. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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